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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography was compiled from the Vocational Education Clearinghouse document publications of Abstracts of Instructional Material (AIM). All nine indexes from Fall, 1967, to Fall, 1969, were used. AIM is a quarterly publication of the Vocational and Technical Education Clearinghouse for the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). The AIM indexes list abstracts of documents relating to instructional material only. A companion publication, Abstracts of Research and Related Material (ARM), lists all abstracts of research oriented material in Vocational Education.

Information provided in this bibliography is given in numerical order according to the VT Clearinghouse accession number. Some documents also list an ED number which is an Education Document accession number. These documents are found in the ERIC Research in Education (RIE) collection which is the entire collection of ERIC documents from all 19 clearinghouses. All such documents should be ordered by ED number rather than by VT number from the ERIC center at UND. All other documents can be requested from either the State Department of Vocational Education, Bismarck, or ERIC Center, UND.

All documents listed in this bibliography that are available in the VT-ERIC collection are provided on microfiche form only. Microfiche are 4 x 6 film cards which require a special reader for enlargement of the print for reading.

ERIC documents that are not available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) will have an alternate source listing. These documents are listed as NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS and therefore cannot be furnished by any ERIC collection as they must be ordered from the original source.
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

All documents in this bibliography that list a Vocational-Technical accession number only (VT) are located in a VT-ERIC microfiche collection. To request any document, the VT number must be provided along with the quarterly index in which the document is abstracted. All this information is provided for users in this bibliography. Materials cannot be located by title.

Individual documents may be ordered from the National Cash Register Company, Bethesda, Maryland 20014, if desired. These documents can be purchased in either microfiche form (MF) or hardcopy (HC). The price is 25¢ per microfiche or 5¢ a page in reproduced form.

Most people would prefer to make use of the microfiche from locations within the state rather than by purchasing the material. There are two collections in North Dakota; at the State Vocational Education Department in Bismarck, and at the ERIC Center, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks. Inquiries should be sent to either of these locations. To request a document, the VT number and the issue and date of the AIM index must be given. (Example: VT 000 652, AIM Fall 1968.)
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

DOCUMENTS BY NUMERICAL ORDER
Agricultural Education

VT 000 012  ED 016 024  GREENHOUSE WORKER, TEACHERS COPY  Fitts, James; and Johnson, Johnny. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Teaching Materials Center. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.00 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 258 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 000 056  BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PLANT SCIENCE; A REFERENCE UNIT FOR TEACHING BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PLANT SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE COURSES IN MISSISSIPPI  Jacks, L.P. Mississippi State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agriculture Division. Mississippi State University; State College; Subject Matter Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1964. 88 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 057  BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL SCIENCE; A REFERENCE UNIT FOR TEACHING BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE COURSES IN MISSISSIPPI  Jacks, L.P. Mississippi State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agriculture Division. Mississippi State University; State College; Subject Matter Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1965. 51 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 058  BASIC PRINCIPLES IN SOIL SCIENCE; A REFERENCE UNIT FOR TEACHING BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SOIL SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE COURSES IN MISSISSIPPI  Jacks, L.P.; and Hamilton, J. Roland. Mississippi State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agriculture Division. Mississippi State University; State College; Subject Matter Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1965. 85 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 062  INSURANCE IN AGRICULTURE, A RESOURCE UNIT  Norton, Robert E. New York State College of Agriculture; Ithaca; New York; Agricultural Education Division. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 43 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 350  SELECTED REFERENCE BOOKS FOR DEPARTMENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE (SERVICE BULLETIN, NO. 4)  Arizona University; Tucson, Arizona; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1965. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 356  SELECTED REFERENCE BOOKS FOR DEPARTMENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE  Florida State Department of Education; Tallahassaa, Florida. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 41 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 364  COMBINES AND COMBINING  Ridenour, Harlan E. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fieffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.00). Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. 1967. AIM Fall 1967.
VT 000 427 SOURCE UNIT, AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE, A TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING Hemp, Paul E.; and Ehresman, Norman D. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Division of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1965. 68 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 000 456 FARM AND RANCH BUSINESS ANALYSIS, THE THREE YEAR COURSE OF STUDY FOR ADULTS. Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana; Agricultural Education Department. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 113 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 000 475 PROBLEM AND ANSWER SHEETS FOR LEARNING ENGINE MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES Bristol, Benton K. Illinois State University; Normal Illinois; Department of Agriculture. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 17 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 484 SELECTED LISTS OF REFERENCE AND AIDS IN TEACHING LANDSCAPING, FLORICULTURE, ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, SUBURBAN GARDENING. New York State College of Agriculture; Ithaca, New York; Department of Rural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1964. 32 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 000 488 ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF MACHINERY DEALERSHIPS (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION, MODULE NO. 1) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.20. 1965. 22 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 489 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE DEPARTMENT OPERATING PROCEDURES (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION, MODULE NO. 2) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.70. 1965. 32 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 490 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PARTS DEPARTMENT OPERATING PROCEDURES (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY SERVICE OCCUPATION, MODULE NO. 3) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.05 1965. 39 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 491 AGRICULTURAL SALESMANSHIP (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION, MODULE NO. 4) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.40. 1965. 26 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 492 HUMAN RELATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATION (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 5) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.15. 1965. 41 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 493 METAL FUSION AND FABRICATION WELDING (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION, MODULE NO. 6) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.50. 1965. 48 pages. AIM Fall 1967.
VT 000 494 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY ASSEMBLY AND LUBRICATION. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 7) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.00. 1965. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 495 MECHANICAL POWER TRANSFER SYSTEMS. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 8) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.75. 1965. 33 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 496 HYDRAULIC POWER TRANSFER SYSTEM. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 9) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.50. 1965. 28 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 497 ADJUSTMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OF TILLAGE, PLANTING, SPRAYING, AND FERTILIZING MACHINERY. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 10) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$4.50. 1965. 88 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 498 ADJUSTMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OF CROP HARVESTING MACHINERY. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 11) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.50. 1965. 40 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 499 ADJUSTMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OF SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 12) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.00. 1965. 30 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 500 TRACTOR TUNE-UP AND MAINTENANCE. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 13) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.65. 1965. 51 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 501 GASOLINE TRACTOR ENGINE SYSTEMS. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 14) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.60. 1965. 30 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 502 DIESEL ENGINE SYSTEMS. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 15) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.70. 1965. 32 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 503 TRACTOR REPAIR. (AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 16) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.35. 1965. 65 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 504 COURSE OUTLINE FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-SERVICE OCCUPATION Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.20. 1965. 42 pages. AIM Fall 1967.
VT 000 520  AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT; A GUIDE FOR PROVIDING INSTRUCTION FOR 11TH AND 12TH GRADE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, North Carolina; Division of Vocational Education. North Carolina State University; Raleigh, North Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 47 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 522  THE APPLICATION OF SELECTED BUSINESS PRINCIPLES TO FARMING PROGRAM RECORD KEEPING (A RESOURCE UNIT FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS) TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES, VOLUME 6, NUMBER 1. Steffy, Robert E. Pennsylvania State University; University Park; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 93 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 000 573  FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, A SAMPLE PROCEDURE FOR ORGANIZING COURSE OUTLINES Fuller, Gerald R. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Division of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1965. 23 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 574  FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FINANCING PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE, SOURCE MATERIALS FOR PROVIDING SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTION TO FARMERS, AGRICULTURAL BUSINESSMEN AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS Fuller, Gerald R. Illinois University; Urbana; Illinois; Division of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1964. 29 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 575  FARM ADVERTISING AND SALESMANSHIP, RESOURCE UNIT Johnson, George L.; and Harrison, Farres A. Wisconsin University; Madison, Wisconsin; Department of Agricultural and Extension Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1963. 95 pages. AIM Fall 1969.


VT 000 584  TRAINING SUPERVISORS OF FARM LABOR, A GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTORS Sutherland, S.S. California University; Davis, California; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 128 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 000 594  AGRICULTURE FILMS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE CLASSES  Ash, James.  West Virginia University; Morgantown, Virginia; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1963.  42 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 611  FUNDAMENTALS OF PLANT IDENTIFICATION, A STUDENT STUDY GUIDE  Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210.  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1967.  15 pages.  AIM Fall 1967.

VT 000 618  USING THE SCHOOL GREENHOUSE, A SCHOOL-YEAR UNIT TO TEACH ENVIRONMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF PLANT SCIENCE THROUGH PRODUCTION OF CROPS OF CHrysanthemums, DAFFODILS, AND VEGETABLE TRANSPLANTS.  TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 4, NUMBER 4.  Drawbaugh, Charles C.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; College of Agriculture.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1963.  73 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 619  COURSE OUTLINE FOR HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.70.  1966.  32 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 620  EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 1)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.65  1965.  31 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 621  IDENTIFYING HORTICULTURAL PLANTS. (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 2)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.90.  1965.  36 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 622  PROPAGATING HORTICULTURAL PLANTS. (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 3)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$3.00.  1965.  58 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 623  GROWING HORTICULTURAL PLANTS. (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 4)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.75.  1965.  53 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 624  USING SOIL AND OTHER PLANT GROWING MEDIA EFFECTIVELY. (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 5)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$6.05.  1965.  119 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 625  RECOGNIZING AND CONTROLLING PLANT PESTS. (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 6)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.30.  1965.  44 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.
VT 000 626  CONSTRUCTING, MAINTAINING, AND USING PLANT GROWING STRUCTURES.
(HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 7)  Ohio State University;
Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS
PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$1.35.  1965.  25 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 627  AGRICULTURAL SALESMANSHIP.  (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION
MODULE NO. 8)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for
Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$1.40.

VT 000 628  ESTABLISHING AND CARING FOR LAWNS AND TURF.  (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE
OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 9)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Cen-
ter for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25

VT 000 629  OPERATING, REPAIRING, AND MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT.
(HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 10).  Ohio State Univer-
sity; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$2.05.  1965.  39 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 630  USING AND CARING FOR ORNAMENTAL PLANT MATERIALS AND LANDSCAPE
STRUCTURES.  (HORTICULTURE-SERVICE OCCUPATIONS, MODULE NO. 11)  Ohio
State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50  HC-$3.35.  1965.  65 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 631  HUMAN RELATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATION.  (HORTICULTURE-
SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 12)  Ohio State University; Columbus,
Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE
MF-$0.25  HC-$2.15.  1965.  41 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 000 632  ED 015 232  COURSE OUTLINE FOR AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SLLES AND
SERVICE OCCUPATION  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center
for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$2.00.

VT 000 633  ED 015 233  CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN AGRICULTURAL SALES AND
SERVICE.  (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO.1)
Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$1.15.  1965.
21 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.

VT 000 634  ED 015 234  ORIENTATION TO THE SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPER-
IENCE PROGRAM.  (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
MODULE NO. 2)  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for
Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$1.30.

VT 000 635  ED 015 235  HUMAN RELATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS.
(AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 3)
Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25  HC-$2.15.  1965.
41 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.
AGRICULTURAL SALESMANSHIP. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS, MODULE NO. 4) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.40. 1965. 26 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

ORGANIZATIONS AND FUNCTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 5) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.60. 1965. 30 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

BUSINESS PROCEDURES. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 6) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.00. 1965. 38 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

FEEDS SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATION MODULE NO. 7) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. 1965. 48 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

CROP, LAWN AND GARDEN SEEDS SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 8) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$4.05. 1965. 79 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

FERTILIZERS SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE No. 9) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$4.80. 1965. 94 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 10) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.55. 1965. 69 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 11) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$5.55. 1965. 109 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES AND SMALL EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE. (AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY-SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS MODULE NO. 12) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.00. 1965. 38 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

A GUIDE FOR THE PREPARATION OF OBJECTIVE-TYPE TEST QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATIONS IN AGRICULTURE. New York State Education Department; Albany, New York. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1965. 18 pages. AIM Winter 1967.
VT 000 676  A REFERENCE UNIT ON SOYBEANS  Beeman, Carl E.  Mississippi State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agriculture Division.  Mississippi State University; State College; Subject Matter Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1966. 128 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 000 694  HOOSIER VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE, COURSE IN NURSERY OPERATIONS  Gray, Avery, ed.; and Strouse, John, ed.  Vocational Instructional Materials Center; Industrial Education Department; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.75).  Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1967. 56 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 000 797  BEEF MARKETING, A STUDENT HANDBOOK. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 6, NUMBER 5.  Daugherty, R. Gene; and others.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 69 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 798  BEEF MARKETING, A TEACHER'S UNIT PLAN. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 6, NUMBER 4.  Daugherty, R. Gene; and others.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 26 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 799  DAIRY CATTLE NUTRITION, A TEACHER'S UNIT PLAN.  Brown, William J.; and others.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 45 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 800  QUALITY MILK PRODUCTION, A TEACHER'S UNIT PLAN.  Love, Gene M.; and others.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 801  QUALITY MILK PRODUCTION. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 5, NUMBER 2.  Love, Gene M.; and others.  Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16602. ($1.00).  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 86 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 802  DAIRY CATTLE NUTRITION, A STUDENT HANDBOOK  Brown, William J.; and Love, Gene M.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 70 pages. AIM Fall 1968.
VT 000 820  STUDENT TEACHING IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION: A GUIDE FOR STUDENT TEACHERS  North Carolina University; Raleigh, North Carolina.  State University; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  19 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 000 857  JOB SHEETS IN TRACTOR MAINTENANCE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.  TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 1, NUMBER 2.  Bristol, Benton K.  Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.  ($0.50).  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1960.  55 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 000 858  PRINCIPLES OF FARM TRACTOR SELECTION, OPERATION, GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.  TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES VOLUME 8, NUMBER 1.  Bristol, Benton K.  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1961.  48 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 860  A LIST OF TEACHING MATERIALS  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1967.  5 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 894  FORESTRY, TWO-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE-COMPETENCIES, COURSE OUTLINE, TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT, CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES, AND REFERENCES  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  July, 1965.  13 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 924  TRACTOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, SPECIAL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR ADULTS, SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINE FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  October, 1964.  9 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 930  BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PLANT SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE COURSES IN FLORIDA  Northrip, Floyd L.  Florida State Department of Education; Tallahassee, Florida; Agricultural Education Section.  FSDE-AES-Bull-72F-4.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  January, 1966.  85 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 000 931  BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL SCIENCE, A REFERENCE UNIT FOR TEACHING BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE COURSES IN FLORIDA  Howell, W.B., Jr.  Florida State Department of Education; Tallahassee, Florida; Agricultural Education Section.  FSDE-AES-Bull-72F-S.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  January, 1966.  45 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.
VT 000 947  LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS FOR STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, POULTRY PROCESSING PLANTS  Clemson College, Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education.
South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1964. 5 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 948  TEACHING AIDS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, A SUGGESTED LIST OF AIDS, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES FOR DEPARTMENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 18 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 000 950  ARC WELDING, SPECIAL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR ADULTS, SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINE FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 10 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 000 951  ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM, SPECIAL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR ADULTS, SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINE FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1964. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 953  ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (REVISED), POST HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND COURSE OUTLINES FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 13 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 954  ERECTING AND MANAGING THE GREENHOUSE IN THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE PROGRAM Galloway, H.O. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($0.50). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 33 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 000 955  LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS FOR STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, PLANT NURSERIES Clemson College; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Education. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1964. 4 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 956  LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS FOR STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, FARM SUPPLIES Clemson College; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1964. 7 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 000 964  TEACHING ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Giles, Floyd A. Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1964. 42 pages. AIM Winter 1968.
VT 000 990 FERTILIZER SALES AND SERVICEMAN (TEACHERS COPY) Wiggs, J.T. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.00 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 229 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 001 006 SMALL GAS ENGINES-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, SPECIAL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR ADULTS. SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINES FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1964. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.


VT 001 012 HARMFUL PARASITES OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS, SERVICE BULLETIN NO. 1. Arizona University; Tucson, Arizona; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1963. 67 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 013 INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL DISEASES. SERVICE BULLETIN NO. 2. Arizona University; Tucson, Arizona; Department of Agricultural Education. Arizona State Department of Vocational Education; Phoenix, Arizona. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1965. 36 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 014 COTTON PICKER OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, A SHORT COURSE FOR OPERATORS OF COTTON PICKERS, ADULT EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY, COURSE CONTENT GUIDE (TENTATIVE) Dawson, C.G. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1964. 15 pages. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 001 031 LIST OF RECENT BULLETINS SELECTED FOR USE IN ARIZONA DEPARTMENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. SERVICE BULLETIN-5 Arizona University; Tucson, Arizona; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1965. 25 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 001 061 ED 022 840 ANIMAL SCIENCE, INCLUDING INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS, CAREERS, LEADERSHIP, AND SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE Missouri State Department of Education; Jefferson City, Missouri; Agricultural Education Series. Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.75 HC-$17.16. 427 pages. AIM Winter 1968.
VT 001 193 OPERATION, CARE AND REPAIR OF FARM TRACTORS (REVISED) POST HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, POLICIES, PROCEDURES, COURSE OUTLINE AND AIDS FOR TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA. Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 18 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 195 FEED SALES AND SERVICEMAN (TEACHER'S COPY) Wiggs, J.T. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 191 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 001 214 ED 013 894 AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY; A SUGGESTED TWO-YEAR POST HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND COURSE OUTLINES Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$7.65. 1965. 151 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 215 ED 013 895 THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS FERTILIZERS. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 1.) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.50. 1965. 128 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 216 ED 013 896 THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS INSECTICIDES-PLANTS. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 2) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.90. 1965. 76 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 217 ED 013 897 THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS SOIL ADDITION. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 3) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.10. 1965. 60 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 218 ED 013 898 THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS FUNGICIDES, BACTERICIDES AND NEMATOCIDES. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 4) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.95. 1965. 57 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 219 ED 013 899 THE USE OF CHEMICALS TO CONTROL FIELD RODENTS AND OTHER PREDATORS. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 5) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.10. 1965. 40 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 220 ED 013 900 THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS HERBICIDES. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 6) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$2.15. 1965. 41 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 221 ED 013 901 THE USE OF CHEMICALS IN THE FIELD OF FARM ANIMAL HEALTH (NUTRITION, ENTOMOLOGY, PATHOLOGY). (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 7) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.60. 1965. 70 pages. AIM Spring 1968.
VT 001 222  ED 013 902  THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS PLANT REGULATORS. (AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY, NO. 8) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.30. 1965. 64 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 230  ED 016 037  NURSERY WORKERS, TEACHERS COPY Fitts, James; and Johnson, Johnny. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 343 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 001 234  EFFICIENCY FACTORS AND PRODUCTION GOALS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE ENTERPRISES IN WEST VIRGINIA McGhee, Claude. West Virginia University; Morgantown, West Virginia; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1963. 38 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 001 262  AGRICULTURAL COURSES FOR AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 16 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 263  OUTLINES FOR PREPARING: 1. A COURSE OF STUDY IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE; 2. A TEACHER'S UNIT PLAN. (TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 4, NUMBER 6) Love, Gene M. Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1963. 8 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 001 268  AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY-EQUIPMENT, TEACHER'S COPY Venable, Benny Mac; and Hill, Durwin. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas; Teaching Materials Center. Texas Educational Agency; Austin, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 295 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 310  ED 016 043  GUIDELINES FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Maryland State Department of Education; Baltimore, Maryland. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$2.48. September, 1966. 62 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 312  TEACHING VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE; A REPORT OF A WORKSHOP IN VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE (OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; COLUMBUS, OHIO. JUNE 15-JULY 1, 1966) Woodin, Ralph J., ed. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 112 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 318  GREENHOUSES AND RELATED STRUCTURES. SLIDE SERIES SCRIPT Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($9.50). Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 8 pages. 62 slides. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 001 370 FARM MECHANICS PLANS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE--CATTLE, HOGS, SHEEP. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 4, NUMBER 2. Bristol, Benton K. Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 415 SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES; STUDENT HANDBOOK, TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 7, NUMBER 1. Ayers, Lewis C. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. ($1.00). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 73 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 417 RELATED INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS AND EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE, REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (AMES, IOWA; JUNE 7-24, 1966). Iowa State University of Science and Technology; Ames, Iowa; Department of Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 112 pages. AIM Summer 1968.


VT 001 438 TECHNIQUES OF WELDING, A SHORT COURSE IN WELDING PRACTICES. COURSE CONTENT GUIDE. Padilla, Napoleon S. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1965. 21 pages. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 001 501 SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING COURSES OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development; State Education Department; Publications Distribution Unit; Room 169; Education Building; Albany, New York 12224. ($0.50). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 55 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 510 EXTENDING INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE TO OFF-FARM OCCUPATIONS, REPORT OF A WORKSHOP IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION Taylor, W.T.; and Hamilton, J. Roland. Mississippi State University; State College; Department of Education. Mississippi State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agriculture Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1966. 140 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 001 539 AN AID TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF 60 OHIO PLANTS Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 29 pages. AIM Winter 1967.
VT 001 562  TEACHING AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS. A GUIDE FOR TEACHER OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR DEVELOPING A COURSE OF STUDY IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. I. MONOGRAPH 63. Hutson, Denver B. Arkansas University; Fayetteville, Arkansas; Department of Vocational Teacher Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1963. 125 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 001 589  ED 018 594  TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR THE EFFECTIVE USE OF "RECORDS OF SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING AND VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE" Martin, W. Howard; and others. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$0.56. 1964. 12 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 590  GUIDE FOR USING THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE RECORD BOOK FOR PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE Duncan, A.O. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 34 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 591  ED 018 595  VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE RECORD BOOK FOR PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.40. 1966. 33 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 592  ED 018 596  RECORDS OF SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Burcroff, Walter; and others. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$0.80. 1964. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 637  ED 025 584  LANDSCAPE DESIGN. A STUDENT HANDBOOK. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 9, NUMBER 35. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experimental Station; University Park, Pennsylvania; Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. OEC-8-85-014 BR-5-0022. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$5.88. 1968. 145 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 001 657  PLANT PROPAGATION CALENDAR Vaughan, Glenn A., Compiler. California State Department of Education; Sacramento, California; Bureau of Agricultural Education. California University; Davis, California; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1965. 16 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 659  LIVESTOCK MARKETING. Kartsook, Paul W. Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210 Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 124 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 001 665  A HANDBOOK FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN LOUISIANA, VO-AG-ED-NO 12. Martin, Robert R. Louisiana State University; New Orleans, Louisiana; School of Vocational Education. Louisiana State Department of Education; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Vocational Education Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1966. 38 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 001 675 PESTICIDES: A SHORT COURSE IN PESTICIDE TECHNOLOGY FOR DEALERS, HANDLERS, AND SALESemen. COURSE CONTENT GUIDE North Carolina State Building; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. May, 1964. 25 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 682 SUPERVISED PRACTICE IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS FOR STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM OF WORK EXPERIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS Clemson College; Clemson, South Carolina; Department of Agricultural Education. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1963. 6 pages. AIM Summer 1969.


VT 001 711 ED 022 642 AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS AT THE POST HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL; SPECIAL REPORT FOR THE PACIFIC REGIONAL SEMINAR IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. (OLYMPIA, MAY 15-19, 1967) Hensel, James W. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Center for Vocational and Technical Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.50 HC-$3.68. May 19, 1967. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 752 ED 018 607 DEVELOPING CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR COOPERATIVE EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE. AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS INSTITUTE 1966 WORKSHOP REPORT (JUNE 6-JULY 15, 1966) Oklahoma State University; Stillwater, Oklahoma; Research Foundation. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.00 HC-$10.32. 1966. 256 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 001 879 ED 012 783 BUSINESS PROCEDURES USED IN THE AGRICULTURAL SERVICES Plank, Harry. Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agriculture. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-NOT AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 172 pages. AIM Spring 1968.
VT 001 903  BASIC SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL COMPETENCIES ESSENTIAL FOR INITIAL AND CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS  Jacks, L.P. Louisiana State Department of Education; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Vocational Education Division. Louisiana State University; Baton Rouge; Louisiana; School of Vocational Education. Vocational Agriculture Ed-13. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1966. 71 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 001 911  A GUIDE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS WITH OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVES IN DAIRY FARMING  Louisiana State Department of Education; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Vocational Education Division. Louisiana State University; 204 Field House; Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803. (Single copies without charge). VO-AG-ED-NO-15. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1966. 69 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 001 941  IS YOUR FUTURE IN VO-AG?  Hortman, H.C. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 15 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 001 951  FACTS ON FARMING IN OHIO, SELECTED COUNTY AND STATE INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1966. 30 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 001 982  HOOSIER VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE. COURSE IN TURF  Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Department of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1967. 46 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 984  SAFETY UNITS (FOR SHOP CLASSES)  Minnesota University; St. Paul; Minnesota; Institute of Agriculture. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 56 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 985  HOOSIER VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE, COURSE IN VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE  Gray, Avery, ed.; and Strouse, John, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Center; Industrial Education Department; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.75). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1967. 51 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 001 996  FINANCING FARMING ACTIVITIES  Farm Credit Banks of Louisville; Louisville, Kentucky. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 66 pages. AIM Summer 1968.
VT 002 011 ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF LAWNS Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio. Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1965. 56 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 024 ED 014 552 PROFIT--MAXIMIZING PRINCIPLES, INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Barker, Richard L., ed. Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Research Foundation. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 193 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 002 144 A PROBLEM IN GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT. EVALUATING TWO ALTERNATIVES FOR EXPANDING INCOME State University of New York: Ithaca, New York; Agricultural Education Division at Cornell. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1967. 31 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002 158 RATE OF PLANTING CORN, A LABORATORY EXERCISE Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1963. 34 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 167 TEACHING UNIT IN SOIL FORMATION AND CLASSIFICATION McMillion, Martin B.; Arneman, Harold F. Minnesota University; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 27 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002 200 A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN GARDENING AND GROUNDSKEEPING Louisiana State Department of Education; Agricultural Education Department; Louisiana State University; 204 Field House; Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803. (Single copies without charge). VO-AG-ED-NO-22. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September, 1967. 141 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 257 PRODUCING HIGH CORN YIELDS Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 14 pages. AIM Fall 1967.
VT 002 258 TRANSPLANTING SHADE TREES Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 14 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 259 SETTING UP FARM RECORDS TO PROVIDE FOR ANALYSIS Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1963. 10 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 260 THE PLANTER--SELECTION, ADJUSTMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND USE Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 42 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 002 262 SELECTING, FEEDING, AND CARING FOR LIGHT HORSES Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1967.


VT 002 275 MOWERS Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Services; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 65 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 002 303 VETERINARY ASSISTANT (TEACHERS COPY) Page, Foy. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. EDRS PRICE MF-$2.00 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 486 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 002 377 HOW TO BUILD A TRAILER-LOADING CHUTE Weston, Curtis R.; and others. Missouri State Department of Education; Jefferson City, Missouri. Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education; MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1964. 15 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 378 HOW TO BUILD A TRACTOR SCRAPER BLADE Weston, Curtis R.; and others. Teaching Aids Fund; 122 Waters Hall; University of Missouri; Columbia, Missouri 65202. ($0.25). Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education. Missouri State Department of Education; Jefferson City, Missouri. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January 1966. 15 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 002 382  TEACHING ELECTRICITY IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. FOURTH EDITION
Weston, Curtis R.  Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education. Missouri State Department of Education; Jefferson City, Missouri.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1966.  29 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 390  KNOW YOUR LAND (44 COLOR SLIDES AND SCRIPT)  Huison, David.  Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus; Department of Agricultural Education.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1967.  11 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 002 494  TEACHING THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE WITH AGRICULTURAL FACTS
Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Agricultural Education Department.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina.  South Carolina Vocational Education Research Coordinating Unit; Clemson, South Carolina.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June, 1967.  115 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 002 531  VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY. PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS

VT 002 607  OVERHEAD PROJECTION TRANSPARENCY MASTERS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

VT 002 610  ED 023 794  COURSES OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS (AGRICULTURAL BUSINESSES--SALES AND SERVICE) FOR REIDLAND HIGH SCHOOL, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION  Binkley, Harald.  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Department of Agricultural Education.  EDRS PRICE MF-$1.00 HC-$10.24.  January, 1967.  254 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 615  AGRICULTURAL FACTS AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Clemson University; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  November, 1966.  9 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002 669  A SUGGESTED TRAINING GUIDE FOR SWEET POTATO PRODUCTION IN LOUISIANA
Louisiana State University; 204 Field House; Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803.  (Single copies without charge).  VO-AG-ED-NO-23. Louisiana State Department of Education; Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  October, 1967.  95 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 002 674  ED 014 556  A GUIDE ON RECORD KEEPING AND ANALYSIS IN THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE RECORD BOOK FOR PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE
Duncan, A.O.; and Toben, George E.  Georgia University; Athens, Georgia.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.45.  1966.  67 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.
VT 002  726  A GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS OF WEST VIRGINIA  Cook, Donald E.; and others.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  August, 1963.  55 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 002  787  SOILS UNIT, THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL  Vice, Billy J.  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1966.  22 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 002  788  SOILS UNIT, SOIL MANAGEMENT FOR EFFICIENT LAND USE  Vice, Billy J.  Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory; HS2.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  October, 1966.  23 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.


VT 002  878  PLANNING FOR A CAREER IN AGRICULTURE, TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES, VOLUME 8, NUMBER 6.  Hoover, Norman K.; and others.  Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.  ($0.40).  Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education.  Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Agricultural Education Section.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1967.  19 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002  932  ED 017 675  LANDSCAPING YOUR HOME, TEACHER'S GUIDE  Hedges, Lowell E.  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education.  Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Vocational Agriculture Service.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1964.  74 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.

VT 002  938  HOOSIER VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE, COURSE IN GREENHOUSE OPERATION  Vocational Instructional Materials Center; Industrial Education Department; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809.  ($0.75).  Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  October, 1967.  53 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 002  993  MAIZE DWARF MOSAIC (24 COLOR SLIDES AND SCRIPT)  William, L.E.  Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210.  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1965.  9 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.

VT 002  994  HORTICULTURAL SLIDE SERIES I, FLORICULTURAL CROPS (60 COLOR SLIDES AND SCRIPT)  Henley, Richard.  Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210.  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1966.  13 pages.  AIM Winter 1967.
VT 002 995 WHAT IS HORTICULTURE? (40 COLOR SLIDES AND SCRIPT) Utzinger, James. Ohio Vocational Agriculture; Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State University; Columbus; Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1966. 7 pages. AIM Fall 1967.

VT 003 004 ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR FARM USES Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 NC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1962. 35 pages. AIM Winter 1967.

VT 003 005 FERTILIZING AND WATERING SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 13 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 006 MAIZE DWARF MOSAIC OF CORN Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4049. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. December, 1965. 7 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 009 CARING FOR THE BROOD MARE AND FOAL Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 10 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 010 SYSTEMS OF SWINE BREEDING Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 10 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 003 012 FITTING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT TO THE FARM Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 22 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 003 021 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, CURRICULUM GUIDE Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Services. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 144 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 038 PRODUCING HIGH ALFALFA YIELDS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Services. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 22 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 166 GUIDE FOR COURSE OF STUDY FOR FARMER GENERAL McDonough, Frances S. Vocational Curriculum Laboratory; Box 1114; Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. Tennessee State Department of Education; Nashville, Tennessee. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 152 pages. AIM Winter 1967.
VT 003 248  PRINCIPLES OF JUDGING LIGHT HORSES (THIRD EDITION)  Rousek, Edwin J.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1965.  36 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.


VT 003 282  ED 018 622  ELECTRIFICATION PROGRAMS AND MATERIALS FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS, AND TRADE AND INDUSTRY TEACHING PROGRAMS AND FOR 4-H ELECTRIC CLUBS  Krewatch, A.V.  Farm Electrification Council; Oakbrook, Illinois.  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50  HC-$4.04.  1967.  99 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.


VT 003 374  CARING FOR THE SOW AND LITTER AT FARROWING TIMES  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1963.  11 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 375  RECORD KEEPING ON THE FARM  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1963.  11 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 376  FEED ADDITIVES  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1963.  11 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 377  PRUNING SHADE TREES  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1967.  11 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 378  PRUNING AND TRAINING Bramble FRUITS AND HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRIES  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  VAS-4048.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  December 1965.  8 pages.  AIM Summer 1968.


VT 003 380  THE TWO-CYCLE ENGINE  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1967.  23 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.


VT 003 385  MEAT JUDGING AND GRADING (REVISED)  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1966.  35 pages.  AIM Spring 1968.
VT 003 560  ANALYZING FARM RECORDS TO INCREASE FARM INCOME, ADULT-FARMER COURSE 4. Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 003 616  A GUIDE FOR PREPARING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN MICHIGAN. Michigan State Board of Education; Lansing, Michigan; Division of Vocational Education. MSBE-Bull-2151. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.00. 1966. 23 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 003 618  A SUGGESTED COURSE OF STUDY IN THE FARM BUSINESS ANALYSIS APPROACH TO TEACHING FARM MANAGEMENT IN COOPERATION WITH THE NEBRASKA ELECTRONIC RECORDKEEPING PROJECT. Nebraska State Department of Education; Lincoln, Nebraska; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1964. 78 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 003 671  PLANNING A FARM-SHOP LAYOUT. Henderson, G.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.40). MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1965. 50 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 003 672  HOOSIER VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE, COURSE IN LANDSCAPING. Gray, Avery, ed.; and Strouse, John, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Center; Industrial Education Department; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.75). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1967. 58 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 003 899  LANDSCAPING HORTICULTURE FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT LABORATORY TRAINING IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. A HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS. Texas Education Agency; Austin, Texas. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 45 pages. AIM Fall 1968.
VT 003 964 MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE (TEACHER'S COPY) Massey, Phillip; and Steakley, Len. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 250 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 965 DAIRY FARM WORKER (TEACHER'S COPY) Stephens, Rex; and Winters, Bobby. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 246 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 966 POULTRY HATCHERY EMPLOYEE (TEACHER'S COPY) Williams, Henry; and Dooley, Gabe. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 133 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 967 RESOURCE MATERIAL FOR LESSON PLANS IN GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT, ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS FOR GREENHOUSES Page, Foy. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas; Teaching Materials Center. Texas Education Agency; Austin, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 72 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 968 DAIRY PRODUCTS EMPLOYEE (TEACHER'S COPY) Blaschke, Nolan; and Page, Foy. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 297 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 970 ED 022 858 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION TEACHING MATERIALS CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. PRICE LIST NO. 1. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas; Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.00. August, 1967. 23 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 003 982 SOIL LIMING, A KEY TO BETTER FARMING Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4006a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1962. 9 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 983 CHOOSING THE LIVESTOCK SYSTEM Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-2014a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 9 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 984 PLANNING A FERTILIZER PROGRAM Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4010a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 9 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 985 CATTLE GRUBS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1035. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 7 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 986 SWINE FEEDS AND FEEDING Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1036. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 13 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 003 987 INSECT PESTS OF ILLINOIS TREES AND SHRUBS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-5005. 1967. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 37 pages. AIM Summer 1968.
VT 003 988  AIR COMPRESSORS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-3018. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 23 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 989  FARM BUILDING APPRAISAL  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-3017. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 27 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 994  JUDGING MILK SEDIMENT DISCS AND MILKER UNIT HEADS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT EPIC SET. 1966. 10 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 003 995  FITTING LIVESTOCK TO THE FARM  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-2021a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 15 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 000  POULTRY PROCESSING EMPLOYEE (TEACHER'S COPY)  Dooley, Gale; and William, Henry. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 190 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 001  POULTRY FARM WORKER, EGG PRODUCTION (TEACHER'S COPY)  Skiles, S.E. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 391 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 064  JUDGING AND GRADING POULTRY AND EGGS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1967. 42 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 070  SELECTING AND PURCHASING HOGS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1033. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1962. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 071  CARING FOR THE SWINE HERD DURING BREEDING AND GESTATION  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1034. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1962. 4 pages. AIM Summer 1968.


VT 004 073  BALANCING THE LABOR SUPPLY AND FARM BUSINESS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-2035. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 074  THE STORAGE BATTERY  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-3024. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September, 1967. 31 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 075  ED 017 681  ENGINE COMPRESSION AND CYLINDER LEAKAGE TESTING  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-3025. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-40T AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. September, 1967. 15 pages. AIM Summer 1968.
VT 004 076 RECOMMENDING POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4008a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 077 CONTROLLING INSECTS OF VEGETABLE CROPS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4047. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1964. 20 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 078 ED 018 647 SELECTING TREES FOR HOME PLANTING Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1967. 40 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 104 LABORATORY EXERCISES FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT LABORATORY TRAINING IN GREENHOUSE OPERATION, VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE RESOURCE UNIT Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Texas; Teaching Materials Center. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 50 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 105 HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATION (TEACHER'S COPY) Irick, Billy F. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 373 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 156 LIVESTOCK BREEDING Roediger, Roger. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 201 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 281 SOIL COLOR Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4029. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1959. 11 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 282 A GUIDE TO PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICES Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1959. 65 pages. AIM Summer 1968.


VT 004 284 SOIL STRUCTURE Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4028. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1958. 11 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 004 286 THE IGNITION SYSTEM, TESTING AND ANALYZING TEST RESULTS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 31 pages. AIM Spring 1968.
VT 004 287 AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PRINCIPLES THAT AFFECT PRODUCTION Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-2040. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September, 1967. 27 pages. AIM Spring 1968.


VT 004 290 THE SHEEP ENTERPRISE Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1031. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1961. 7 pages. AIM Spring 1968.

VT 004 472 APPROVED PRACTICES FOR THE CORN ENTERPRISE Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1966. 4 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 473 APPROVED PRACTICES FOR ALFALFA Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1966. 4 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 474 SOIL TEXTURE Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-4030. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1959. 7 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 475 ELECTRICAL WIRING--PROCEDURES AND EXERCISES Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agricultural Service. VAS-3016. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1963. 32 pages. AIM Summer 1968.


VT 004 479 CASTRATING, DOCKING, AND DEHORNING Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1962. 7 pages. AIM Summer 1968.

VT 004 480 CARING FOR THE SHEEP BREEDING FLOCK Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1001a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 8 pages. AIM Summer 1968.
VT 004 516 FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, A SHORT COURSE IN MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR FARM MANAGERS. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1964. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 004 554 NURSERY PRACTICE. Dawson, C.G. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1964. 24 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 004 603 SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES, A SHORT COURSE INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE. Howell, Ezra L. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Vocational Technical Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1963. 44 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 004 686 CONTROLS FOR AUTOMATION IN AGRICULTURE: STUDENT HANDBOOK. Teacher Education Series Volume 8, Number 2. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 35 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 004 688 CONTROLS FOR AUTOMATION IN AGRICULTURE: STUDENT LABORATORY MANUAL. Teacher Education Series Volume 8, Number 2. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 35 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 004 768 ED 023 815 AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Agricultural Technology Education. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$0.84. October, 1963. 19 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 004 826 POULTRY FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT, A SHORT COURSE IN POULTRY TECHNOLOGY. Dawson, C.G. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1964. 10 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 004 827 TOBACCO GRADING AND MARKETING. Cash, James A., Jr. North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1965. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 004 852 MICROMETERS AND RELATED MEASURING TOOLS. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-3023. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May 1967. 8 pages. AIM Fall 1968.
VT 004 920  BEEF PRODUCTION, A SHORT COURSE IN BEEF CATTLE PRODUCTION FOR 
MANAGERS AND FIELD SERVICEMEN  Padilla, Napoleon S.  North Carolina 
State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina.  MF AVAILABLE IN 

VT 005 006  PESTICIDE APPLICATION, COURSE OUTLINE  Padilla, Napoleon S. 
North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; 
Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June, 1964. 
15 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 018  A REFERENCE UNIT ON CORN  Beeman, Carl E.  Mississippi State 
University; State College; Subject Matter Service.  Mississippi 
State Board for Vocational Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational 
Agriculture Division.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  April, 1966. 

VT 005 019  ED 021 063  FOREST TECHNOLOGY, A SUGGESTED TWO-YEAR POST HIGH 
SCHOOL CURRICULUM  Jenkins, Melvin E.; and Allison, Richard D.C. 
New Hampshire University; Durham, New Hampshire; Thompson School of 
Applied Science.  EDRS PRICE MF-$2.00 HC-$20.52.  September, 

VT 005 176  GRAIN MARKETING AND HANDLING, A SHORT COURSE IN GRAIN MARKETING 
FOR GRAIN BUYERS, HANDLERS, AND PROCESSORS  Morrison, N.A.  North 
Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum 
Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  10 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 201  PRODUCING PLANTS BY ASEXUAL PROPAGATION  Illinois University; 
Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  VAS-5006. 
MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  February, 1968.  19 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 202  MINIMUM TILLAGE  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational 
Agriculture Service.  VAS-4041.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC 
SET.  May, 1961.  9 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 203  HUNGER SIGNS IN CROPS  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; 
Vocational Agriculture Service.  VAS-4011a.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT 

VT 005 204  SPRAY PAINTING  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational 
Agriculture Service.  VAS-3015.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC 

VT 005 205  SMALL ENGINES--PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION, TROUBLE SHOOTING, AND 
TUNE-UP  Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agri-
culture Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May 1962.  17 
pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 206  FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE BORROWING PROCESS  Illinois University; 
Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service.  VAS-2028.  MF 
AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1961.  9 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.
VT 005 207 SOURCES OF FARM CREDIT Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-2027. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1961. 13 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 208 DIGESTION IN ANIMALS Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1026. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1960. 9 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 209 ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION OF LIVESTOCK Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1002a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 9 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


VT 005 260 MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE COURSE OF STUDY Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas; Agricultural Educational Teaching Materials Center. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 329 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 265 FORESTRY, CONSERVATION AND OUTDOOR RECREATION, GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING PROGRAMS IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN VERMONT Bice, Garry R.; and Dunsmore, George M. Vermont State Department of Education; Montpelier, Vermont; Division of Vocational Technical Education. Vermont University; Burlington, Vermont; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1967. 62 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 272 TIME TO RECLINE (SCRIPT FOR SLIDE SET) Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Cooperative Extension Service. MM-286. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 28 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 273 AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES BUSINESS AND SERVICE CURRICULUM GUIDE Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 68 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 274 A CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT AND MECHANICS Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 34 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 275 A CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 37 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 292 DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW COURSE OF STUDY IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOR ALABAMA Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Vocational Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1966. 7 pages. AIM Winter 1968.
VT 005 394  POULTRY MANAGEMENT AND HEALTH, A SHORT COURSE IN POULTRY TECHNOLOGY
Dawson, C.G.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  15 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 395  TRACTOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, A SHORT COURSE IN EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY
FOR SERVICEMEN IN FARM MACHINERY INDUSTRY  Beamon, D.L.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  July, 1964.  7 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 396  FARM RECORDS AND TAXES, A SHORT COURSE IN FARM ACCOUNTING AND TAXATION  Padilla, Napoleon S.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  January, 1965.  15 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 397  SWINE FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT, A SHORT COURSE IN SWINE FEEDING
AND MANAGEMENT FOR SWINE FIELDMEN  Padilla, Napoleon S.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  December, 1964.  13 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 398  FERTILIZERS AND LIME, A SHORT COURSE IN FERTILIZER TECHNOLOGY
FOR FERTILIZER HANDLERS  Dawson, C.G.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  14 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 399  AGRICULTURAL LAW, A SHORT COURSE IN PRINCIPLES OF LAW AND THE
LAWS PERTAINING TO AGRICULTURE  Dawson, C.G.  North Carolina State Board of Education; Raleigh, North Carolina; Curriculum Laboratory.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  16 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 400  ED 020 418  CURRICULUM MATERIALS: DESCRIPTIONS AND PRICE LIST
OF MATERIALS DEVELOPED BY THE OHIO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE CURRICULUM
MATERIALS SERVICE  Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Curriculum Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210.  (No Charge).  EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  1968.  15 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 461  COMBINES AND COMBINING  Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service.  Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  112 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 468  ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, A SHORT COURSE INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

VT 005 484  PRE-PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE (ALL OTHER AGRICULTURE), STUDENT
STUDY GUIDE  Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1966.  37 pages.  AIM Fall 1968.
| VT 005 485 | PRE-PROFESSIONAL AGRICULTURE (ALL OTHER AGRICULTURE), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 33 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 486 | AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (PROCESSING-MARKETING-INSPECTION-SERVICES), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 29 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 487 | AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (PROCESSING-MARKETING-INSPECTION-SERVICES), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 35 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 490 | ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (PRODUCTION-PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 39 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 491 | ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (PRODUCTION-PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1963. 17 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 492 | FORESTRY (PRODUCTION-PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 19 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 493 | FORESTRY (PRODUCTION-PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 33 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 494 | AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES (CONSERVATION-UTILIZATION-SERVICES), STUDENT GUIDE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 20 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 495 | AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES (CONSERVATION-UTILIZATION-SERVICES), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 496 | AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS (REPAIR-OPERATION-SERVICE), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 46 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
| VT 005 497 | AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS (REPAIR-OPERATION-SERVICE), COURSE OUTLINE | Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1964. 28 pages. AIM Fall 1968. |
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION (ANIMAL SCIENCE-PLANT SCIENCE-MECHANICS-MANAGEMENT), COURSE OUTLINE. Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1961. 43 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION (ANIMAL SCIENCE-PLANT SCIENCE-MECHANICS-MANAGEMENT), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE. Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1961. 38 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES (PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), STUDENT STUDY GUIDE. Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 23 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES (PROCESSING-MARKETING-SERVICES), COURSE OUTLINE. Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 18 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

THE BASIC STEPS IN SELLING: A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO RETAIL SELLING OF AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES. TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES VOLUME 8., NUMBER 3. Riley, Clayton. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. ($0.50). Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 28 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

DAIRY CATTLE FEEDING. Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. VAS-1020a. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1968. 12 pages. AIM Fall 1968.


HATCHING EGG PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY. TENTATIVE COURSE PLAN. ADULT FARMER EDUCATION POULTRY PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY SERIES. Brown, T.T. North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, North Carolina; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 24 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

GENERAL POULTRY PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE, TENTATIVE COURSE OUTLINE. North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, North Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 17 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

BROILER PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE, TENTATIVE COURSE OUTLINE. North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction; Raleigh, North Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 13 pages. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 005 611  AN ADAPTATION OF THE USDA SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE, TECHNICAL GUIDE. TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES VOLUME 8., NUMBER 1. Stevens, S.Z.; and Curtis, S.M. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park Pennsylvania 16802. ($1.50). Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. USDA Soil Conservation Service; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Agricultural Education Section. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 96 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 624  AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT Rodeberg, H.E.; and others. Agricultural Education Department; Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana 59715. ($1.00). Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana; Agricultural Education Department. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 65 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 662  AGRICULTURAL ORIENTATION, THIRD EDITION Ball, Wilbur R. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1968. 78 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 731  PLANT SCIENCE, INCLUDING INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS, CAREERS, LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE Missouri State Department of Education; Jefferson City, Missouri; Agricultural Education Section. Missouri University; Columbia, Missouri; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 55 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 847  TRACTOR TRANSMISSIONS Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.10). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 30 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 848  BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($0.50). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 30 pages. AIM Winter 1968.
VT 005 84° TRACTOR HYDRAULICS  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.85). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 49 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 850 THE TRACTOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.85). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 49 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 005 873 PLANT FOOD AND FERTILIZERS (TEACHING UNIT), VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE SERIES  Green, H.W. Alabama State Department of Education; Montgomery, Alabama; Agricultural Education Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1966. 96 pages. AIM Fall 1968.

VT 005 940 SOIL FERTILITY AND FERTILIZERS, RESOURCE UNIT  Rodeberg, H.E.; and others. Agricultural Education Department; Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana 59715. ($1.50). Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana; Agricultural Education Department. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 99 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 005 970 OFFICE PROCEDURES USED IN AGRICULTURAL SERVICES  Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.25). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 72 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 006 164 SOURCE UNITS IN ANIMAL SCIENCE, AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SOURCE UNITS, NUMBER 6: ANIMAL SCIENCE  Clark, Raymond M.; and others. Michigan State University; East Lansing, Michigan; Bureau of Educational Services. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1968. 72 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 206 ED 025 608 SMALL ENGINES CARE, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, VOLUME I  Turner, J. Howard. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($5.30). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Office of Education (OHEM); Washington, D.C. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.32. June, 1968. 156 pages. AIM Spring 1969.
VT 006 213  ED 002 914  HANDBOOK ON PLANNING AND CONDUCTING COOPERATIVE OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN OFF-FARM AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS Department of Information; College of Agriculture and Home Economics; University of Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska 68503. ($1.50). Nebraska Agricultural Experimental Station; Lincoln, Nebraska. Nebraska University; Lincoln, Nebraska; Department of Agricultural Education. Nebraska State Department of Education; Lincoln, Nebraska; Division of Vocational Education. Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. OEC-5-85-020. BR-5-0069. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$7.20. 178 pages. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 006 245  INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE FOR FLORICULTURE. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATION NUMBER SC-635. Los Angeles City Schools; Los Angeles, California; Division of Instructional Planning and Services. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 38 pages. AIM Summer 1969.


VT 006 290  ED 025 612  SMALL ENGINE CARE, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. VOLUME II. Turner, J. Howard. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($7.75). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. EDRS PRICE MF-$1.00 HC-$8.32. June, 1968. 206 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 006 342  MAKING MANAGEMENT DECISIONS USING FARM RECORDS: A STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR ADULT FARMERS. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES VOLUME 8., NUMBER 4. Curtis, Samuel M.; and Fredd, William M. Department of Agricultural Education; 101 Agricultural Education Building; Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. ($1.00). Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Bureau of Vocational and Technical Education. Pennsylvania Young Farmers Association. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 78 pages. AIM Spring 1969.
VT 006 400  PRINCIPLES OF AGRICULTURAL FINANCE, A MANUAL AND STUDY GUIDE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AGRICULTURE CLASSES AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL GROUPS  Wicks, Lyle L.  Farm Credit Banks; Springfield, Massachusetts.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  September, 1967.  73 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.


VT 006 577  FLOWERS AND GREENHOUSES: SOURCE MATERIALS FOR TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS  Hemp, Paul E.; and Bobbitt, John F.  Division of Agricultural Education; University of Illinois; 357 Education Building; Urbana, Illinois 61801.  ($0.35).  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June, 1967.  18 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.


VT 006 583  SELECTING AND MAINTAINING FIELD MOWERS  Turner, J. Howard.  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601.  ($3.50).  American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia.  Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1966.  130 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 584  MAINTAINING THE HOME LIGHTING AND WIRING SYSTEMS  Henderson, G.E.  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601.  ($1.75).  American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia.  Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1965.  65 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 585  TRACTOR OPERATION AND DAILY CARE  Fore, J.M.  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601.  ($4.50).  American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia.  Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June, 1967.  125 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 586  SELECTING AND STORING TRACTOR FUELS AND LUBRICANTS  Henderson, G.E.  Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601.  ($1.90).  American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia.  Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1964.  51 pages.  AIM Winter 1968.
VT 006 587 TRACTOR MAINTENANCE, PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES Henderson, G.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($3.75). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1964. 136 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 588 FARM ELECTRIC MOTORS: SELECTION, PROTECTION, DRIVES Brown, R.H. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($0.85). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1964. 37 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 589 PLANNING WATER SYSTEMS FOR FARM AND HOME Henderson, G.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($2.90). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1963. 109 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 590 ELECTRICAL TERMS--THEIR MEANING AND USE Henderson, G.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.15). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 36 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 006 591 PLANNING FARM FENCES Henderson, G.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($1.40). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1966. 57 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 592 BUILDING FARM FENCES Henderson, G.E.; and Turner, C.E. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($0.90). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. February, 1962. 37 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 593 FARM TRACTOR TUNE-UP AND SERVICE GUIDE Parady, W.H.; and Smith, George. Coordinator's Office; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Agricultural Engineering Building; Athens, Georgia 30601. ($3.40). American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture; Athens, Georgia. Farm and Industrial Equipment Inst.; Chicago, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1968. 76 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 659  A GUIDE TO ON-FARM MANAGEMENT AND FARM BUSINESS ANALYSIS  Francis, Eugene V. Minnesota University; St. Paul, Minnesota; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1967. 153 pages. AIM Summer 1969.


VT 006 751  FOLIAGE PLANT IDENTIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT IN PLANTERS  Jawarski, Donald M.; and Thompson, John F. Wisconsin University; Madison, Wisconsin; Department of Agricultural and Extension Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 10 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 753  LANDSCAPE PLANT IDENTIFICATION, RESOURCE UNIT  Jaworski, Donald M.; and Thompson, John F. Wisconsin University; Madison, Wisconsin; Department of Agricultural and Extension Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1967. 16 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 764  INFORMATION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTING NEW MILK HOUSES; SELECTING, INSTALLING AND MAINTAINING MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES VOLUME 4., NUMBER 1. Pennsylvania State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1962. 39 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 006 766  ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE: FERTILIZING BEDDING PLANTS IN A GREENHOUSE  Todd, John D. Tennessee University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. September, 1967. 23 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 792  AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS: ARC WELDING--POSITION WELDING (A.C.)  Todd, John D. Tennessee-University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1967. 16 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 793  AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS: HARDSURFACING WITH THE ARC WELDER  Tennessee University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1967. 7 pages. AIM Winter 1968.
VT 006 794 AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS: LAYING OUT AND CUTTING COMMON RAFTERS
Todd, John D. Tennessee University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1967. 14 pages. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 006 800 OBJECTIVES FOR DEVELOPING AGRICULTURE, RELATED CAREERS IN OCCUPATIONS
Hilterbrand, L.R. Purdue University; Lafayette, Indiana; Department of Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1966. 11 pages. AIM Summer 1969.


VT 007 005 PREVENTING TRANSPORTATION LOSSES OF LIVESTOCK. 186-A (FILMSTRIP) Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($2.55). DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. March, 1968. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 007 006 PLAN THE LIVESTOCK SYSTEM AND ESTIMATE FERTILIZER COSTS. 372 (FILMSTRIP) Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($3.05). DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. September, 1967. AIM Winter 1968.


VT 007 010 PROPAGATION BY AIR LAYERING. 600 (FILMSTRIP) Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($2.45). DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. March, 1968. AIM Winter 1968.

VT 007 170 A REFERENCE ON LIMING SOILS FOR GREATER PROFITS  Jacks, Lloyd P.; and Ellis, Tom E. Mississippi State University; State College Subject Matter Service; Mississippi State Board for Vocational and Technical Education; Jackson, Mississippi; Vocational Agricultural Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. October, 1967. 29 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 190 AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS: USING AN OXYACETYLENE WELDER  Todd, John D. University of Tennessee; Knoxville, Tennessee 37916. (Single copies for teacher educators, supervisors or vocational teachers). Tennessee University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1968. 18 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 201 AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS: USE AND ADJUSTMENT OF SELECTED STATIONARY SHOP EQUIPMENT  Todd, John D. Tennessee University; Knoxville, Tennessee; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1968. 32 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 259 A PLAN TO REDUCE CERTAIN CREDIT AND COLLECTION PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES SALES AND SERVICE BUSINESSES. TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES VOLUME 9., NUMBER 1. Burns, Paul M.; and Stevens, Glenn Z. Pennsylvania State University; University Park Pennsylvania; Department of Agricultural Education. Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Agricultural Education Section. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 30 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 270 ED 023 919 RETAIL FLOWER SHOP OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT. A TEACHER MANUAL  Stinson, Richard F.; and others. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station; University Park, Pennsylvania. Office of Education (DOHEM); Washington, D.C.; Educational Resources Branch. OEC-5-85-014. BR-5-0022. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.60. 1968. 163 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 284 MANUAL AND SUGGESTIONS FOR BEGINNING STUDENT TEACHING  Wyoming University; Laramie, Wyoming; Department of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 21 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 298 RANGE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, UNIT OUTLINE. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS NUMBER 4. Ryerson, Don, compiler; and others. Agricultural Education Department; Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana 59715. ($2.50). Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 286 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 299 RANGE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, STUDENT GUIDE. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS NUMBER 4. Ryerson, Don, compiler; and others. Agricultural Education Department; Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana 59715. ($1.50). Montana State University; Bozeman, Montana; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 172 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 328 JOB BREAKDOWNS FOR FARM MECHANICS INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE I. Dalton, L.D.; and others. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 39 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 007 329  A SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE FOR INSTRUCTION OF CAREERS IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS. TO BE OFFERED TO STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN NEW MEXICO  Dalton, L.C.; Richardson, Joe A. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  27 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 226  STUDENT TEACHING MANUAL FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE  Washington State University; Pullman, Washington; Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  33 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 351  STUDENT TEACHING MANUAL  California State Department of Education; Sacramento, California; Bureau of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  40 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 357  MINNESOTA TEACHING AIDS PROJECTS PLANS  Bulletin Room; Coffey Hall; University of Minnesota; St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. (Each Project Plan is assembled into pads of 25 copies at a cost of $0.60 per pad, except for the eyebolt and chisel plan which are $1.75 a pad.)  Minnesota University; St. Paul, Minnesota; St. Paul Institute of Agriculture. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  42 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 368  ED 023 924  LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE AND ESTABLISHMENT. A TEACHER'S MANUAL. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES VOLUME 9., NUMBER 2t. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station; University Park, Pennsylvania. Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. OEC-5-85-014. BR-5-0022. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$5.08.  1968.  125 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.


VT 007 415  STUDENT TEACHING MANUAL  New Mexico State University; Las Cruces, New Mexico; Agricultural and Extension Education Department. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  46 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.


VT 007 505  A GUIDE FOR PLANNING AND ORGANIZING OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS IN CONSERVATION  New York State Education Department; Albany, New York; Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  13 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 533  SMALL ENGINE SERVICE, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTORS. RESOURCE UNIT  Peterson, Milo; and others. Minnesota University; St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  23 pages.  AIM Spring 1969.
VT 007 534 SMALL ENGINE SERVICE, REPAIR, AND MAINTENANCE. STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Minnesota University, St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 41 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 007 536 CORN PLANTER SERVICE, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE. STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Minnesota University, St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 16 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 538 RESOURCE UNIT, COMBINE SERVICE, REPAIR, AND MAINTENANCE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION. Minnesota University, St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 22 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 539 COMBINE SERVICE, REPAIR, AND MAINTENANCE. STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Minnesota University, St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 22 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 557 FIELD MOWER SERVICE, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE. STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Krech, Emery; and others. Minnesota University, St. Paul, Minnesota. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 17 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 559 A HANDBOOK FOR STUDENT TEACHERS AND SUPERVISING TEACHERS IN AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS. Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois; Department of Agriculture. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 54 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 596 MANUAL FOR STUDENT TEACHERS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SERIES VOLUME 1, NUMBER 1. Missouri University, Columbia, Missouri; Missouri State Department of Education, Jefferson City, Missouri; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 50 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 597 HANDBOOK FOR STUDENT TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Wisconsin State University, River Falls, Wisconsin; College of Agriculture. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 26 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 601 GUIDE FOR SUMMER EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENT TEACHERS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. Maryland University, College Park, Maryland; Department of Agriculture and Extension Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 633 ED 025 666 DEVELOPMENT OF A TEACHING TEXT OF CARE, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF AIR-COOLED ENGINES. Turner, Howard. Georgia University, Athens, Georgia; American Association for Agricultural Engineering and Vocational Agriculture, Athens, Georgia; Agricultural Engineering Center, Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. OEC-2-6-000484:0285. BR-5-1335. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.80. August, 1968. 43 pages. AIM Spring 1969.
VT 007 639  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR SHEEP  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 5 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 640  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR DAIRY  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 7 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 641  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR BEEF  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 5 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 642  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR SWINE  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 5 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 643  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR SOYBEANS  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 5 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 644  APPROVED PRACTICES FOR WHEAT  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.05). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 5 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 645  TESTING SOIL FOR PHOSPHORUS  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.20). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 17 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 646  KEEPING RECORDS OF THE SUPERVISED FARMING PROGRAM  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.35). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 21 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 647  USING ILLINOIS FARM RECORD BOOK  Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.25). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 20 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 007 648 USING THE CARBON-ARC TORCH Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.15). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 13 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 649 MANAGING THE BEEF BREEDING HERD Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.20). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 17 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 651 STANDARDS FOR MEASURES OF EFFICIENCY FOR 1968. Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.60 for package of 10). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 7 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 007 698 OP~NAMENTAL HORTICULTURE FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT LABORATORY TRAINING IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS Urbanic, Charles, ed. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($3.00). Texas Education Agency; Austin, Texas. Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 220 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 007 703 SEEDS. STUDENT MANUAL Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($0.75 individually or $6.50 the set). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 79 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 704 FEEDS. STUDENT MANUAL Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 88 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 705 AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. STUDENT MANUAL Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.50 individually or $6.50 the set). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 67 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 007 706 BUILDING MATERIALS: TWINE AND FENCE. STUDENT MANUAL Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.50 individually or $6.50 the set). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 69 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 707 AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES. TEACHER'S GUIDE Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($2.50). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 72 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 007 708 UNIT BUDGETS FOR MAJOR LIVESTOCK AND CROP ENTERPRISES, AGDEX 810. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($9.75). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 66 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 713 BUSINESS PRACTICES FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY DEALERS Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($2.50). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 284 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 714 BUSINESS PRACTICES FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY DEALERS. TEACHER'S GUIDE Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.50). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 53 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 715 FARM MACHINERY AND LIVESTOCK SAFETY. AGDEX 086. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($0.15). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 8 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 007 716 CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR AGRICULTURE EQUIPMENT AND MECHANICS Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.00). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio. Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 38 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
INTRODUCTION TO THE FARM BUSINESS PLANNING AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM AND TEACHING UNITS. AGDEX 810. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($5.00). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 330 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

LANDSCAPING YOUR HOME. TEACHER'S GUIDE. AGDEX 271. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($1.00). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 81 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

HOW TO CONDUCT AN INSTRUCTIONAL FIELD TRIP RELATING TO SOIL CONSERVATION Wight, Edgar L. Publications Service; Haskell Institute; Lawrence, Kansas. ($0.15). Bureau of Indian Affairs (DOI); Washington, D.C. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 10 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES, BUSINESS AND SERVICE. INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE AND RELATED CLASS UNITS Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($5.00). Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1967. 624 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

SWINE FARM EMPLOYEE Shafer, Harold C.; and Simpson, Ed. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($4.75). Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas. Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 364 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

RANCH EMPLOYEES Walker, Calvin. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($7.10). Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas. Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 523 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

WOOL WAREHOUSE EMPLOYEE Atkins, John L. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77832. ($3.65). Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas. Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 258 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 008 033  SEED SALES AND SERVICE EMPLOYEES  Goodson, Leroy; and Abercrombie, Thomas.  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843.  ($5.60).  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas.  Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  437 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 034  FORESTRY WORKER  Leftwick, Kyle.  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843.  ($3.40).  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas.  Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  230 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 035  WILDLIFE EMPLOYEE  Chenault, C.G.; and Karcher, Clarence.  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843.  ($5.55).  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas.  Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  414 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 036  GROUP INSTRUCTION HANDBOOK FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS  Kennedy, Gerald B.; and Honeycutt, T.J.  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843.  ($3.20).  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas.  Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  324 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 038  CONSERVATION AND FORESTRY. A CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION  Agricultural Education Service; State Department of Education; Richmond, Virginia 23216.  ($0.50).  Virginia State Department of Education; Richmond, Virginia; Agricultural Education Service.  Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Blacksburg, Virginia.  Agricultural Education Staffs; Virginia State College; Petersburg, Virginia.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  January, 1969.  41 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 039  SUPPLIES FOR FARM MECHANICS  Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas; Teaching Materials Center.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  May, 1967.  25 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 045  PRUNING ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS  Petroelje, Lloyd.  Vocational Education Production; California State Polytechnic College; San Luis Obispo, California 93401.  (Set of manual, filmstrip and recorded narration, $9.95).  California State Polytechnic College; San Luis Obispo, California.  California State Department of Education; Sacramento, California.  DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.  16 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 048  FEED LOT EMPLOYEES  Howard, E.A.  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843.  ($4.90).  Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas.  Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  256 pages.  AIM Summer 1969.
VT 008 049 IRRIGATION WORKER McFarland, Melvyn; and Ford, Sidney.
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($4.70).
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas. Sears Roebuck Foundation; Skokie, Illinois. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 382 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 061 SOURCE UNIT ON FARM MACHINERY MANAGEMENT Jolson, Earl E.
Department of Vocational Education; Agricultural Education Section; Colorado State University; Fort Collins, Colorado 80521. (No charge).
Colorado State University; Denver, Colorado; Vocational Agriculture Section. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1965. 27 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 067 FARM ANIMALS, UNIT (MODULE): KEEPING LIVESTOCK HEALTHY
Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1967. 21 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 008 068 HORTICULTURE UNIT (MODULE): PLANT GROWING MEDIA
Kentucky University; Lexington, Kentucky; Instructional Materials Laboratory; MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. August, 1968. 20 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 103 SHRUBS FOR LANDSCAPING, IDENTIFICATION CULTURE USE. AGDEX 276.
Ohio Vocational Agricultural Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($2.55).
Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1969. 109 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 008 104 TREES FOR LANDSCAPING, IDENTIFICATION CULTURE USE
Oliver, Craig S.
Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($2.10).
Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1969. 79 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 008 139 USING CREDIT TO INCREASE FARM EARNINGS
Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.10).
Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1968. 9 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 140 DETERMINING CREDIT NEEDS ON THE FARM
Vocational Agriculture Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.15).
VT 008 141 PLANNING FOR REPAYMENT OF LOANS Vocational Agricultural Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.20). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1968. 17 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 142 PLANNING THE NITROGEN PROGRAM Vocational Agricultural Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.20). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1968. 17 pages. AIM Spring 1969.

VT 008 143 UREA AS A RUMINANT SUPPLEMENT Vocational Agricultural Service; 434 Mumford Hall; University of Illinois; Urbana, Illinois 61801. ($0.10). Illinois University; Urbana, Illinois; Vocational Agriculture Service. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. November, 1968. 9 pages. AIM Spring 1969.


VT 008 250 WORKBOOK OF THE PARLIAMENTARY GUIDE FOR FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA Adams, Jerry; and Hargrave, L.M. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. ($0.30). Texas Technical College; Lubbock, Texas; Department of Agricultural Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 45 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 252 DEER AND TURKEY MANAGEMENT Page, Foy. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station, Texas 77843. Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center; College Station, Texas. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 43 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 320 LAWN CARE AND MANAGEMENT Miller, Robert W. Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instrucional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($7.50). Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; Department of Agricultural Education. Ohio State Department of Education; Columbus, Ohio; Agricultural Education Service. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1969. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 335 SMALL GASOLINE ENGINES IGNITION SYSTEM REPAIR. AN INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONAL-MANUAL. PRELIMINARY DRAFT South Carolina State Department of Education; Clemson, South Carolina. Agricultural Education Section; Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 56 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 008 367 DIGESTION--THE CONVERSION OF FEED TO PORK. AS-321. Ohio Vocational Agriculture Instructional Materials Service; Ohio State University; 2120 Fyffe Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210. ($2.00). Purdue University; Lafayette, Indiana; Cooperative Extension Service. DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS. 1964. 6 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 446 A CURRICULUM GUIDE FOR TRAINING PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE SUPPLY Pennington, Don, ed; and Thomas, Hollie, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($1.25). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1969. 134 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 448 A CORE CURRICULUM IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE II. Rhoads, Thomas D.; and Hamilton, William H. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($3.50). Indiana Research and Development Coordinating Unit for Vocational and Technical Education; Terre Haute, Indiana. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1969. 146 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 449 A CORE CURRICULUM IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE I. Rhoads, Thomas D.; and Hamilton, William H. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($3.50). Indiana Research and Development Coordinating Unit for Vocational and Technical Education; Terre Haute, Indiana. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1969. 177 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 460 ED 029 151 TURFGRASS MAINTENANCE AND ESTABLISHMENT, A STUDENT HANDBOOK. TEACHER EDUCATION SERIES, VOLUME 9., NUMBER 4s. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station; University Park, Pennsylvania. Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C. BR-5-0222. EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$7.75. 1968. 153 pages. AIM Summer 1969.


VT 008 477 SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE PROGRAM IN VOCATIONAL HORTICULTURE Gray, Avery, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.40). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1968. 64 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 489 SELECTED REFERENCES AND AIDS FOR TEACHING AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS TO STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE Burch, Alan R.; Compiler. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.75). Purdue University; Lafayette, Indiana; Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. May, 1969. 75 pages. AIM Summer 1969.
VT 008 490 SELECTED REFERENCES AND AIDS FOR TEACHING ANIMAL SCIENCE TO STUDENTS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. Burch, Alan R., compiler; and Clouse, James P., ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.50). Purdue University; Lafayette, Indiana. Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1968. 58 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 491 A GUIDE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE FEDERAL HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS ORDER IN AGRICULTURE. Gray, Avery, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.25). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. April, 1968. 26 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 493 AGRICULTURE MECHANICS UNITS. Fields, Ralph, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.40). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. July, 1968. 44 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 495 STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE. Pennington, Don, ed; and Copes, Marvin, ed. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.40). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. January, 1968. 85 pages. AIM Summer 1969.

VT 008 627 ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS. Pennington, Don, Compiler. Vocational Instructional Materials Laboratory; School of Technology; Indiana State University; Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. ($0.75). Indiana State Department of Public Instruction; Indianapolis, Indiana; Division of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. March, 1967. 122 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 663 A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN APPLIED AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS BASIC TO FARMING. VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE NUMBER 24. Vocational Agriculture Education Department; Louisiana State University; Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803. (Single copies without charge). Louisiana State University; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; School of Vocational Education. Louisiana State Department of Education; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Vocational Education Division. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. June, 1968. 133 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 764 REPRODUCTION AND GENETICS II. FARM ANIMALS (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS). State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 15 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 765 ANIMAL SCIENCE--GENERAL (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS). State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1969. 8 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 766 A SWINE (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS). State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 10 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 767 BREEDING LIVESTOCK (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS). State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 7 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 771 BREED IDENTIFICATION (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS). State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 36 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 783 TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR THE EFFECTIVE USE OF SUPERVIZED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN AGRICULTURE, PLANS AND RECORDS. Hoover, Norman; and others. French-Bray Printing Company; Candler Building; Baltimore, Maryland 21201. ($0.60). French-Bray Printing Company; Baltimore, Maryland. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1969. 12 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
VT 008 822  ANIMAL SCIENCE--BREEDING LIVESTOCK (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201.  (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education).  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Office of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  15 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 827  WHY NOT CHOOSE A CAREER IN ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE?  Johnson, Johnny M.; and Webb, Earl S.  Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Agricultural Experiment Station.  Texas Occupational Research Coordination Unit; Austin, Texas.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June, 1969.  8 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 828  WHY NOT BE A FARM TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENT PARTSMAN?  Knotts, C. Don; and Webb, Earl S.  Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University; College Station; Agricultural Experiment Station.  Texas Occupational Research Coordinating Unit; Austin, Texas.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  June 1969.  8 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 933  ANIMAL SCIENCE (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201.  (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education).  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  27 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 934  FEEDS AND FEEDING (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201.  (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education).  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  26 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 006 935  ANIMAL SCIENCE, INSECTS AND PARASITES (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201.  (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education).  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  12 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 936  ANIMAL SCIENCE--HEALTH (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Supervisor of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201.  (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education).  Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center.  South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education.  MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET.  1968.  11 pages.  AIM Fall 1969.
VT 008 958 BREEDING LIVESTOCK (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Superintendent of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 14 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 008 984 STATISTICS-CENSUS (TRANSPARENCY MASTERS)  State Superintendent of Agricultural Education; Rutledge Building; Office of Vocational Education; State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina 29201. (One per state supervisor of Agricultural Education). Clemson University; Clemson, South Carolina; Vocational Education Media Center. South Carolina State Department of Education; Columbia, South Carolina; Office of Vocational Education. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1968. 63 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 009 035 TRAINING PLAN OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR FARM MACHINERY OPERATORS AND DAIRY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division of Manpower Development and Training. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 25 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 009 051 TRAINING PLAN OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR GENERAL FARMHANDS, SUGAR CANE FARMHANDS, DAIRY FARMHANDS, AND POULTRY FARMHANDS Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division of Manpower Development and Training. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 32 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 009 252 TRAINING PLAN OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR FARMERS DAIRY FARMERS, TRUCK FARMERS, AND TOBACCO FARMERS Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division of Manpower Development and Training. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 35 pages. AIM Fall 1969.

VT 009 272 TRAINING PLAN OUTLINES FOR MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT COURSES FOR LANDSCAPE GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN II, GROUNDSKEEPERS, FLORAL DESIGNERS, GREENHOUSE FLORISTS, ARBORISTS, AND FORESTRY AIDES Office of Education (DHEW); Washington, D.C.; Division of Manpower Development and Training. MF AVAILABLE IN VT ERIC SET. 1965. 73 pages. AIM Fall 1969.
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